uSmart
Empowering Energy Leaders Globally

Get ready for Smart Metering with
our DCC-enabled platform and
managed service packages for
independent suppliers.

It’s time to get smart.
Use our dedicated DCC-friendly interface platform for Smart Metering;
featuring full automation, system scalability and operational exception
handling for our managed services team.

We’ve made a wealth of energy suppliers smart meter ready
- leading industry evolution
across the UK. we’re constantly refining the process to make
DCC compliance faster, more
efficient and at less risk to your
business.

BOL is our comprehensive, industry exclusive, automated interface platform developed to
communicate with DCC whilst
handling high level transactions
and allowing for integration with
your CRM billing provider.

Liberate your registration and
administration process by using our managed services team,
covering DCC adapter integration, smart meter signups and
so much more.

A wealth of smart
meter experience

Automated
transactions with UI

Full support from
Managed Services

BEIS expect suppliers to install 51 million
homes with Smart Meters by 2024.
Smart Meters communicate with the Data Communications Company (DCC), providing real time data,
allowing for accurate billing and faster switching - features customers are actively seeking when choosing
their utility suppliers.

uSmart is our efficient and cost-effective route to smart
meter integration, letting you compete with the major utility
suppliers and providing consumers with more choice.
We’ve developed uSmart to be attainable no matter the size
of supplier or how many customers you look after, with the
ability to scale included from the start.

Any direct or automated interaction with the DCC requires
an integrated DCC adapter, full service accreditation
and the technical ability to integrate between DCC and
dataflow, creating a significant barrier to new and growing
suppliers with limited resources.

uSmart combines a fully accredited, DCC enabled software
platform capable of evolving and scaling to your consumer
needs, bolstered with the experience and expertise only we
can deliver, guiding and enabling your business to become
smart meter ready.

“We chose esg because of the unrivalled
service they offer and the level of
expertise they bring to the table.”

42.5

million domestic
smart meters needs
to be installed to meet
BEIS’s expectations

Features
DCC User
Qualification
With our experience your Smart journey will be more structured and feasible

Full Service Desk Support
Our service team manage any errors so you can look after your
customers

Data and Information
Security Checking

Payment Service Provider
Integration
Access tailored data from service provider - allowing for better
integration

Meter Data Storage included
Our BOL includes analytical data sourced from the smart meter
for granular levels of information.

Incident, Anomaly &
Event Detection
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